Swedish Behavioral Scientist
Proposes Cannibalism to Fight
Climate Change in His Speech,
“Can you Imagine Eating Human
Flesh?”
Stockholm: At the Gastro Summit for food of the future this
week, a Swedish professor held a powerpoint presentation
asserting that climate change is so dire that we must “awaken
the idea” of eating human corpses in the future, as a way of
combating scarcity due to global warming. He also advocated
for eating pets and insects. He hinted that people can be
“tricked” into “making the right decisions.” He described the
taboo against cannibalism as being “conservative.”
Climate Change alarmism has taken a macabre turn that will
seem to be satire, but is not. It happened in Sweden.
At a summit for food of the future (the climate-ravaged
future) called Gastro Summit, in Stockholm Sept 3-4, a
professor held a powerpoint presentation asserting that we
must “awaken the idea” of eating human flesh in the future, as
a way of combatting the effects of climate change.
In a talk titled “Can you Imagine Eating Human Flesh?”
behavioral scientist and marketing strategist Magnus Söderlund

from “Handelshögskolan” (College of Commerce) argues for the
breaking down of the ancient taboos against desecrating the
human corpse and eating human flesh.
He refers to the taboos against it as “conservative,” and
discusses people’s resistance to it as a problem that could be
overcome, little by little, beginning with persuading people
to just taste it. He can be seen in his video presentation and
on State Swedish Television channel TV4 saying that since food
sources will be scarce in the future, people must be
introduced to eating things they have thus far considered
disgusting–among them, human flesh.
Easier sells he suggests include: pets and insects. But human
flesh was the central topic. In Swedish articles describing
this new debate, the term “mannisko-kötts branschen” is
introduced. This means “the human flesh industry.”

In his bio at the Stockholm School of Economics, Söderlund
states that his research focus includes: “consumer behavior,”
” marketing stimuli,” “loyalty, emotions, justice
perceptions,”
“psychological reactions,” …”in a society
increasingly obsessed with consumption.”
People can be “tricked” Soderlund teases, into “making the
right decisions.”
Read full article here…

San
Francisco
Board
of
Supervisors Labels the NRA a
‘Domestic
Terrorist
Organization’
The San Francisco Board of Supervisors passed a resolution
declaring the National Rifle Association as a “domestic
terrorist organization”. Anti-Second Amendment politicians are
using recent mass shootings to push for more gun control. In
contrast to that, crime-ridden San Francisco has introduced
new sanitized language to describe criminals, getting rid of
words such as “offender”, “addict”, or felon. These people now
are described as a “justice-involved person.” San Francisco is
the headquarters of a real domestic terror organization called
Antifa, but the Board has expressed no concern over their
activities. -GEG
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